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Abstract
A method for simulating a turbulent binary fluid flow system based on the Lattice 
Boltzmann Method (LBM)is presented. The fluid equations up to the Navier-Stokes 
transport level are derived for this two fluid system, and results from numerical simu­
lations using this method are shown. Finally, grid resolution is performed in a single 
fluid (LBM) simulation which determines the largest valid mesh size for a simulation 
that seeks to resolve physical structures of all scales.
xii
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Fluid flow has, since the dawn of time, intrigued people, whether in the placid 
movements of clouds in the sky on a summer day or in the violent rampaging of 
a tornado which seemed to appear “out of the blue”. In addition, humanity has 
found more practical uses of fluid flow, for instance in the movement of waterways 
both inland and on the ocean or in the motion and behavior of the air we breathe. 
Much of the interesting fluid motion we see around us is turbulent motion. The 
notion of turbulence encompasses several key ideas. First, the flow, if turbulent, is 
inherently unpredictable, forcing those that study it into a statistical, as opposed to 
a deterministic, approach. Turbulent flows are also characterized by the presence of 
many different spatial scales. Another key element of these flows is that of enhanced 
diffusivity, causing much greater rates of momentum and heat transfer than one would 
find in laminar flows. Qualitatively, the most common measure of incompressible 
turbulence is that of Reynolds number (Re) (typically defined as the ratio of nonlinear 
to linear viscous forces; Re =  where p is the density, V is the mean velocity, 
L is the domain length, and p  is the viscosity): it only occurs in flows where Re is 
sufficiently high. It is with this description in mind that we begin our investigation
2
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CHAPTER I. INTRODUCTION 3
into a particular problem in turbulence, that of the case of the dynamics of two 
intermixed turbulent fluids. We shall approach this problem using a relatively new 
(as of the time of this writing) method for simulating general fluid flow known as the 
Lattice Boltzmann Method (LBM).
From an analytic standpoint, the solution to fluid flow problems has been 
known for over a century - one needs to “merely” solve the Navier-Stokes equations, 
a set of non-linear partial differential equations, for the particular problem of interest. 
Unfortunately, although these equations have been known for a very long time, there 
is still no general method for obtaining solutions. For this reason, much attention in 
turbulence research has been focused on numerical methods. In fact, it is this difficulty 
in obtaining analytic solutions, coupled with the advent of high speed computers, that 
has given rise to the field of computational fluid dynamics (CFD). Within the field of 
CFD, there are three main types of methods of solution that are used for obtaining 
solutions: Large Eddy Simulation (LES), Reynolds Averaged Navier Stokes (RANS), 
and Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS).
The LES approach is one in which only large scale structures (vortices or eddies 
in the turbulent regime) are simulated (hence the name). Calculation is performed 
for the large eddies only since these structures are highly individual to the particular 
situation and sensitive to given boundary conditions, etc. Small scale structures, 
however, are, unlike the larger structures, isotropic and more universal in nature and 
so it has been found to be a safer proposal to model them rather than fully calculate 
them, which becomes prohibitive at large Re. This approach has been taken to save 
computer time, and it has in fact been found to be computationally faster than 
computing all scales (as in DNS), but only 5 - 8  times faster [1], which as we shall 
see is not a  large improvement when compared with the needs at hand.
In RANS, a different approach is taken. Here, all spatial scales are time aver­
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 4
aged over a short interval. The effects of turbulence on the mean flow are then mod­
eled. This means that one will be able to handle more complex turbulence models, 
which while conceptually possible, is difficult due to the required closure modeling.
DNS, as the name indicates, attempts to computationally resolve all spatial 
scales of interest, which in turbulence are many [2]. Because of this, one finds that 
the approach is limited to low Re (i.e. <  10000), The underlying reason for this, 
and for the somewhat compromising approaches in LES and RANS, is that current 
computers are simply not up to the task of performing a full DNS of a high Re 
(i.e .»  2000). This is due to the fact that the number of numerical operations which 
are required to resolve the flow completely scales ~  R* [3], while the amount of
9
computer storage scales ~  R}  [4]. It has been found that one would require exabytes 
(i.e. 1018 bytes) of memory and computational performance, in terms of speed of 
calculations, in the exaFLOP (i.e. 1018 cycles per second) region in order to perform 
simulations with Re ~  108. Currently the fastest computers in the world are capable of 
theoretical peak performance in the teraFLOP region, with actual performance in real 
applications being naturally lower. This, incidentally, is the justification of our earlier 
claim that the 5-8 times performance increase of LES over DNS is insignificant. The 
performance issue that we have alluded to is one of the justifications that researchers 
have for searching for other more computationally efficient methods - in particular, 
one that could take advantage of new parallel computer architectures, since it has 
become apparent that order of magnitude speed increases will only be obtainable 
through adoption of parallel platforms. The Lattice Boltzmann Method is a new 
DNS method which, as we shall see, fulfills this requirement, and in addition has 
other attractive features to the would be computational fluid dynamicist.
From a developmental perspective, LBM came into being as an attempt to 
improve on the lattice gas automata (LGA) [5-7]. In LG A, one begins with a micro­
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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scopic picture of particles, all residing on a lattice. The “particles” in this scheme, are 
not, however, to be considered as actual physical entities, but are rather large packets 
of individual particles. These macro-particles have no potential force between them 
and presence (absence) of a particle at any node can be represented by a 1 (0). Stan­
dardly, LGA employs the Pauli exclusion principle as a device to improve memory 
efficiency. The system evolves in time via a two step operation consisting of a stream­
ing step and a collision step. In the streaming step, particles move from their current 
node to the node they should occupy as determined by their velocity. The collision 
step governs the interactions at the nodes including direction changes as determined 
by the scattering rules of the system. One may find it surprising that a discrete lattice 
which allows only 9 velocities (in the case of a 2 speed square lattice) or 13 velocities 
(in the case of a 2 speed hexagonal lattice) can reproduce the macroscopic behavior 
of a continuum fluid. However, one finds upon closer inspection that Navier-Stokes 
flows are relatively independent of the underlying micro-dynamics [5,7]. This can be 
seen in the fact that for any two greatly differing fluids, their motions may each be 
described by the same set of dynamical equations. Thus, while the microscopic in­
teractions will affect transport properties (thermal conductivity, viscosity), they will 
not change the fundamental form of the macroscopic equations, provided conservation 
laws and symmetries are satisfied.
As mentioned earlier, LBM has a number of attractive features from a compu­
tational vantage point. Many of these advantages were inherited from LGA. Key in 
the list of potential advantages for LGA (and also LBM) is the fact that the afore­
mentioned streaming operation involves only nearest (and in some cases next nearest) 
neighbors. Thus, in the computational space of the problem, site updating can occur 
synchronously, i.e. the model is completely parallel. We also find that for massively 
parallel architectures such as that found on the Cray T3-E, communication time be­
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tween processing elements is kept to a minimum since the streaming operation is, 
to a large degree, performed entirely within any given sub-domain in the computa­
tional domain. This fact is of great practical significance since a main “bottleneck” 
in parallel processing is in interprocessor connections. Of course, the other main 
operation in LGA, the collision process, is completely local, and so poses no such 
information passing problems. A second featured trait of LGA is that of ease of han­
dling complex boundaries and geometries. Finally, in finite volume CFD approaches, 
one encounters the Riemann problem of treating the propagation of discontinuities 
between neighboring cells. This is an expensive operation, taking up to 30 percent of 
the overall CPU. Lattice Boltzmann methods, which replace the nonlinear convection 
term u  • Vu by the (kinetic) linear advection f  • Vu, avoids this problem entirely [8]. 
Naturally, there are some drawbacks as well. Two key problems with the system were, 
in its early development, statistical noise inherent in stochastic models of this type, 
and non-Galilean invariance due to velocity dependent pressure. The noise problem 
forces one to expend both memory and computational cycles in order to smooth out 
the fluctuations, while velocity dependent pressure is simply unphysical. It should 
be noted that recently, these problems have been overcome, albeit at the expense of 
the simplicity of the system. Nonetheless, these undesirable features were the initial 
motivation behind the LBM formulation of the problem.
In general, LBM schemes bear great superficial resemblance to LGA methods. 
A cursory comparison of the two methods reveals that in LBE one has “merely5’ 
replaced the single “macro-particle” at nodal sites with a real valued distribution 
function at each lattice node. This change alone has important consequences, how­
ever. An immediate difference that can be seen is that most of the noise inherent in 
LGA is eliminated [9]. The floating point approach also gives the user added flex­
ibility which is important in dealing with the unphysical pressure term which LGA
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suffers from. On the other hand, LGA does not employ roundoff the way that LBM, 
as a floating point method, must. From a philosophical standpoint, the move from 
a Boolean to a real description of particles has important implications as well. By 
moving to distribution functions at each site, one gives up following each “particle” 
as one does in LGA. In fact, it has been shown [10] that LBM is just a discretized 
version of the continuum Boltzmann equation. This means that one may recover the 
Navier-Stokes equations in much the same fashion using LBM as one would using 
the Boltzmann equation (see, for example [11]). Thus, LBM is in a sense a method 
between the purely microscopic approach of LGA and traditional macroscopic CFD 
techniques; hence it is referred to as a mesoscopic approach.
This work is intended to build upon the current theory behind LBM in the 
field of multiple component flows. Chapter 2 will give the basic theory behind LBM, 
including a formulation which allows the handling of thermal flows. This chapter is 
basically an exposition of the currently known theory of single fluid LBM flows. In 
chapter 3 the theory of multiple component flow is examined. In particular, a method 
developed by Morse and improved upon by Greene, is examined. In addition to the 
examination of this currently existing theory, this chapter also contains a derivation of 
the new macroscopic fluid equations for a two fluid system, which in fact differs from 
the fluid equations for a single fluid system. The fourth chapter shows the results 
of the adaptation of the multiple fluid flow theory to the Lattice Boltzmann scheme. 
Here we find that the adaptation of the theory to our computational scheme produces 
results that are physically correct in terms of recovery of fundamental macroscopic 
quantities, in particular velocity and energy. In chapter 5, we make a digression 
and briefly examine the concept of grid resolution. In this examination, we justify 
our choice of computational grid size and show that the standard empirical choice of 
grid size for a fully resolved grid is a good one. The last chapter, chapter 6, gives
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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a summary of results and a conclusion, in addition to possible future directions for 
LBM.
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Chapter 2
Lattice Hydrodynamic Theory
Lattice Gas methods use the idea that it is possible to recover macroscopic fluid 
behavior, i.e. mass, momentum, and energy, from knowledge of how the microscopic 
elements, i.e. the particles, behave. The Lattice Boltzmann Method (LBM) is an 
attempt to derive macroscopic behavior from microscopic behavior using the solid 
theoretical grounding of the Boltzmann equation. As we will see, this was not the 
original choice for governing particle behavior, but is one which is completely sound 
and offers important advantages over its historical antecedents.
2.1 Historical Background
From a historical perspective, the roots of the Lattice Boltzmann Method are 
closely tied to the Lattice Gas Automata (LGA). In fact, LBM was initially an at­
tempt to avoid some of the shortcomings inherent in LGA, while maintaining its 
positive features. LGA was the original computational attempt to obtain macrody­
namic gas behavior from microdynamic gas particle behavior. The basic idea of LGA 
is to have a system of particles at discrete nodes on a lattice of a given geometry, typ-
9
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ically square or hexagonal. In this system, each node has either one or zero particles 
attached to it and so is based on Boolean variables. Next, a velocity space is defined 
such that particles may only move from node to node, and in the simplest cases only 
to neighboring nodes. This has the effect of making all the operations local, and so 
from a computational standpoint readily suited to a parallel processing environment. 
In addition, the simple lattice geometry lends itself well to dealing with more complex 
boundary conditions. Finally, the simple streaming rules make for a relatively easy 
transition to three dimensions. The main drawback of method is that the Boolean 
variables lead to the problem of the system having significant statistical noise. For 
this reason, an attempt at a Lattice Gas method with real, as opposed to Boolean 
variables was made, and this resulted in LBM.
2.2 From The Boltzmann Equation to LBE
As we have seen above, LGA led to LBM. However, this development is purely 
historical. We will now see that it is possible to obtain the Lattice Boltzmann Equa­
tion (LBE) directly from the continuum Boltzmann Equation. Since the Boltzmann 
equation is of primary importance to the work that follows, a brief discussion of it is 
in order here.
Classical kinetic theory is concerned not with the motion of any individual 
molecule, but rather in a statistical picture of the motions of all molecules in a given 
system taken together. To that end, a distribution function /(x , p, t)d3xd3p is defined 
as the number of particles that have a position lying within a volume element <Px 
about x  and a momenta lying within a momentum space element d?p about p at a 
time t . Kinetic theory has the ultimate goal of determining a distribution function 
/(x , p, t) for a given particulate interaction. Thus, an equation of motion is sought
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for the distribution function. In fact the equation of motion we seek has the form:
(9, +  P i  • V , +  F • V „ ) / ,  =  /  d V y ^ i ' t P /  -  m T f i l W i  -  h h )  (2.1)
which is the Boltzmann transport equation, where p is the momentum, F is an 
external force, T/i is a transition matrix whose elements are the the matrix elements 
between the initial and final states i and / ,  unprimed variables indicate the initial 
state of the given variable and primed variables are the final state of the given variable. 
The following shorthand is used:
f i  = f ( x , v u t) 
h  =  / (x ,v 2,t)
/( =
/a =  /(x,v^,t)
A full derivation of this equation may be found in [11]. This nonlinear integro- 
differential equation for the distribution function can be difficult to deal with, and so 
as will be seen, simplifications have been made.
2.2.1 Linearizing the Collision Integral
Even in the simplest of physical situations, the full Boltzmann equation has 
proven to be highly difficult to solve. It was with this motivation that Bhatnagar, 
Gross, and Krook (BGK) in 1954 [12] proposed a linearization of the collision integral 
which has a much more tractable form than the full collision integral while at the same 
time it conserves the fundamental quantities mass, momentum and energy. Beginning 
with the collision integral,
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Ah) = I «<V»«h^6\V,  -  VOIT/il2^ / ,  -  hh) (2.2)
we note that the the primed component, i.e. / d3V2d3v'ld?v254(V/ — Vi)\Tfi\*(f2f[),
is closer to equilibrium, and hence closer to a local Maxwellian, than the unprimed
component of J.  This being the case, we set
j = I * v < V 1*i^ (V > -V 5)|T / i |2(,/?/J1') (2.3) 
Where /°  is the equilibrium distribution function. Now,
Af) = j  (PwPv^ v'^V, -  K)|T/j|2( / | ' / f  -  fif) =  0 (2.4)
and so then (2.2) becomes
/ -  Vi)\T,i\2( /2/[)  =  j< P v*P v{d% 5\V , -  VJ\Tt l? U ! f )  (2.5) 
Regarding the unprimed component of J, we see that in general,
J  'Pv*Pv[< Pv‘i > \ V ,  -  K)| Tn ? ( f i h )  = h j  d ‘v7d \ d 3p26 \ V ,  -  ^)|r/,f(/2) (2 .6)
Noting that /°  and /  have the same mass, momentum and energy moments, i.e.
f r
/  \ f  \
1 1
V
II V dv
; y2 j
(2.T)
we may then write
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j d \ 2S v [ d \ '28\ V f  -  Vi)\Tf i\2f 2 =  f  d3V2d*v'xd*v28A{Vf  -  V ^ T f t f f i  (2.8)
With this, we may now write the collision integral as
A f )  = ( / -  Vi)ITfif/°') [ f  -  / ]  ( 2.9)
and so we may now write the Boltzmann BGK equation:
(dt +  v,- • Vx +  F • V Pl)A  =  u(v)[f° -  /] (2.10)
where v (v)  is the collision frequency.
2.2.2 Discretizing the Boltzmann Equation
We now must move the Boltzmann equation to a discrete representation. De­
noting the collision operator as A*, and assuming the external forces F  =  0, the 
continuum Boltzmann equation has the form
(dt +  ^  • Vx)/(x, v, t) =  Ai (2.11)
Integrating the left hand side of (2.11) along unperturbed particle orbits and over a 
time interval 8 t, we have
/
t+<yt
 ^ dt(dt + V i -  Vx)/(x ,v ,t)  = f ( x  + v5 t,t + 6t) -  f ( x , t )  (2.12)
where we use lattice Boltzmann units which have a unit time step. It is now conven­
tional to introduce a discretized velocity space with the following notation: v  —> Cpj, 
/(x , v ,t) —► Npi(x,t). Here the index i = 1..6P, where bp denotes the number of 
allowed lattice links and p labels the speed. As an example, a square lattice would
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Figure 2.1: The hexagonal lattice.
have bp =  4 and a hexagonal lattice bp =  6 (see Fig. 2.1). In these examples, if p =  2, 
then on a square lattice one would have an eight bit model (eight possible velocities) 
and a hexagonal lattice a twelve bit model. This notation gives us the conventional 
form of the Lattice Boltzmann Equation:
Npi(x + Cpi,t+ 1) -  Npi(x, t) = X
where we define the collision operator X  as
(2.13)
(2.14)
and the equilibrium distribution function N $ (x , i) is taken to be a Taylor series about 
the mean velocity:
n (  1 I CiaVa | I 0**e*P r \ \
, T + ^ r + (2.15)
with cs the sound speed and tp a weighting coefficient which depends on the lattice 
chosen and repeated Greek indices are summed over. With Eqn. 2.13 in hand, we 
may now move to a discussion of the basic physics of the model.
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2.2.3 Lattice Properties
As one might suppose, discretizing the phase space that we are working in will 
have an effect on the physics of the model that we are implementing, when compared 
with the model in a continuum phase space. It is with this in mind that we examine 
the symmetric properties of a general lattice with an eye toward their impact on LBM. 
The most important feature of any given lattice structure, from this viewpoint, is its 
isotropy or lack thereof. The reason for this is the impact on numerical stability. It has 
been shown [13] that higher order isotropic lattices will allow larger stability regions 
in thermal simulations. Thus we seek a measure of lattice isotropy. The measure 
which is standardly employed is derived from the form of the lattice’s nth velocity 
moment tensors. All odd moment tensors will be, in general, zero by symmetry. Of 
course, even moment tensors will not generally be zero. The values for the first three 
non-zero moment tensors are:
(2-16)
i
VI CpiaCpiffCpvyCpiS =  rS d" ^cty^ 08 "b &a6$l}7) (2*17)
t
5^ *T»aCpi|9Cpi'yCpi4Cpjt Cpi^  =
i
Lp5Q0'16t4,+Qp(8a0S1sf<fl+(C.P.l))+Qp(5ai3('i&p5iSt<i>+(f>p(&-jsfit<t>+fi~rt$s<i>+fii<ti66i))+(C.P.2))
(2.18)
where 5a/j is the second rank Kronecker tensor, and higher indexed ds are the fourth 
and sixth rank analogs of the Kronecker tensor. C.P. 1 means cyclic permutation 
from a  -»• <f> and C.P.2 means cyclic permutation from 0  —► <j>. Terms associated 
with the coefficiencs 8P and (j>p represent the isotropic parts of the tensor, while terms
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Table 2.1: Coefficients for velocity moment tensors through rank six for square and 
cubic grids.
Dim. P 0p % 4>v Ap e .
ID 1 2 0 ■i3 0 0 215
2D 1 2 2 0 2 0 0
2D 2 4 -8 4 -16 0 43
3D 1 2 2 0 2 0 0
3D 2 8 -4 4 -52 4 0
3D 3 8 -16 8 128 -16 1
associated with ^p.Tp, and Qp are anisotropic parts of the tensor. Specific values for 
these coefficients on a sample square grid can be found in Table 2.1.
It is clear that in order to have isotropy, we must have only products of the sec­
ond rank Kronecker tensor (with a suitable coefficient) as components of the moment 
tensor. Alternatively, we must have
q?p = r p = Qp = 0.
These definitions for these tensors will prove highly important for practical imple­
mentation of LBM.
2.3 Basic Lattice Boltzmann Equation Model
As was shown in the previous section, a discussion of LBM must begin with 
the Lattice Boltzmann equation,
iV*(x +  Ci, t + 1) -  JVpi(x, t) =  Ai(N) (2.19)
A goal of kinetic theory, as earlier stated, is recovery of the macroscopic fluid equations 
from this microscopic model. In order to facilitate this goal, we first state a few 
definitions.
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2.3.1 Some Definitions
We begin by giving the definition of the macroscopic density and momentum:
p ( x ,  t )  =  £  JV pi(x , t )  =  £  JV £ (2.20)
p*
r t x ,  <)U (X , f )  =  £  JV p j(x , 0 < v  =  £ (2.21)
P»
Next, we show the calculation of the pressure tensor, Pap:
P(*0 — ^  N pi CjriaCpip (2.22)
P*
We shall take for the equilibrium distribution function Eqn. 2.15 which is 
valid for small Mach number M = |^ | .  Care must be taken here, however. It
effects. Specifically, a straightforward use of (2.15) will result in a velocity dependent 
pressure tensor. Although we are in the low Mach number regime, this non-Galilean 
invariance can still cause an unphysical oscillation in the kinetic energy and gives an 
incorrect pressure distribution in the flow field. The solution to this problem is to 
use, in addition to particles moving along all lattice links, a rest particle distribution 
or particle reservoir [14]. With this in mind we now continue with finding a specific 
form of the pressure tensor.
has been shown [9] that this form of distribution function leads to some unphysical
S  c piaPpifi ^P ^
CjgVa VgVff ! CjgCjp
—  P ^ p  l^ p ia p p t '0  4 " 2  Cpi<*Cp i0 CPi'1CpiS'lh U S 2  *V*a 9 p * P ^
=  t p Bp 8 a 0  +  [ u 2 8 a 0  +  2 u a u ^ ]  -  ^ 0 , u 2
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=  flOpSafi +  PUaUp
where isotropy of the fourth rank velocity moment tensor is assumed.
2.3.2 Euler equations
With the definitions of the previous section we now move to seeking out the 
macroscopic fluid equations. We follow the development found in [9]. Here we seek 
to recover the momentum level equations only, and thus we defer energy closure for 
a later section. Taylor expansion of (2.11) in x  and t in the long wavelength, low 
frequency limit, yields the continuum form of the kinetic equation
We now apply the Chapman-Enskog method (see, for example, [11] or [15])in order 
to recover the macroscopic fluid equations. This procedure amounts to a multi-scale 
expansion where we take
Here ti  is the diffusion time scale, and is much slower than ti, the convection time 
scale. In addition, the mean population Ni is expanded in powers of a small parameter
N £  is the equilibrium distribution function which depends only on local macroscopic 
density and velocity and is required to satisfy £ P» =  p and 5Zpi CpiN^ =  /nr.
dt tdti +  da —> c9Q (2.25)
e:
Npi = +  eN™q +  0 (e2) (2.26)
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N™q is the non-equilibrium distribution function and must satisfy Ylpi N™q =  0 and 
Ept C i N f  =  0. Returning to Eqn. 2.24 we may form an equation of the terms of 
0 {e) which reads
dtxNg + c& daNg  =  -vN™ q (2.27)
The macroscopic moments are obtained by multiplying (2.27) by 1 and Cp,Q and 
numerically integrating:
a., ( e  * *  )  +  3° ( E  /V£'<w ') = - ■ 'E JVT  (2.28)
\  pi /  \  P» /  pi
da ( £ N^CpieA +d(, ( £ NgcyiaCpiA = - * £ A f t 'V *  (2.29) 
\p» /  \p» /  p*
Now using the definitions above for mass and momentum density, the momentum flux
tensor, and definition of the perturbative part, N $ \  we may straightforwardly write
the macrodynamic equations:
dap +  df}(pup) =  0 (2.30)
dtl(pua) + dfi{puaug) =  (2.31)
where po =  ^  fpb,^ ^  dimension of the space, bp the number of lattice links
and cj; the sound speed. Equations (2.28) and (2.29) are the Euler equations for an
inviscid fluid. We now move to recover the macroscopic equations due to the 0(e2) 
terms.
2.3.3 Navier-Stokes Equations
The equation given by terms of 0(e2) reads
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d, 1 J V < »  +  c ,u S .N ff +  +  i a *  a # >  +  +  i c p« l c W a 0a tf < ? '  =  o
(2.32)
At this order, we will find that the dissipative term is generated. The reason for this is 
that the time scale for this phenomenon is smaller than that of the convective process 
described by the 0(e) equations. Thus, we see an important facet of the multi-scale 
technique, the separation of different physical processes which take place on different 
time scales. Our procedure here is the same as in the previous section. We take the 
zeroth and first velocity moments of Eqn. 2.27, beginning with the zeroth:
ft. ( E  < ’)  +  f t  ( e  +  f t  ( e  Aff1)  +  5 # . ( e  a£01)  (2-33)
=  0+ f t f t  +  i a „ a „  
The first two terms disappear because of the requirement imposed on the perturbative 
part of Npi. The 0(e) mass equation can be used to further reduce to
dnP +  2 ^tl$ tlP =  ® (2-34)
Now, once again using the 0(e) mass equation and now also the 0(e) momentum 
equation, we finally come to
dn p =  0 (2.35)
Next, we seek to recover the 0(e2) momentum equation by again taking the first 
velocity moment:
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an  ( e  + d a ( e  *<?><*.)-t-itf,
(2.36)
+da 9s ^51 JVj?’cpiV,Cpiaj +  ^9 $d1 f c  Wp’cpioCpt/iCpi,j = 0  
Now, we notice that since the speed is small, only terms of 0(eu2) need to be retained 
when evaluating the last three terms of (2.36). Thus,
dtiPap — dti
1
(2.37)
— ^ d y(fiuy)Sa0
and
dy NpiCpiaCpiffCpi*! J — dy J cpiacpiffCpi'r[dp +  0 odp(cpi6Us) +  0(u2)] J (2.38)
p*
— 0O&y (pus)  ^  tp y  CpiaCpiffCpi-fCpiS 
P i
and thus by the definition of a fourth rank isotropic tensor,
=  00 ^  *p0pj [dy(/*h)6ap + da(pUff) +  dfi(pUa)] 
using the definition of N ^  from LBE, we have
y  CpiaCpiQ — | dtiPa0 +  dy 53 ^ pi ^ CpiaCpiflCpiyCpiS J (2.39)
P» \  Pi J
=  ^ d y (p U y )6 at} ~  T0q 
Putting it all together, we get
^52 *p^p^ [^r (ipUy)Safi +  da(pU{}) + dft(pua)\
dt2(pua) +  ~  ( r  -  i )  da[dy(pua)} (2.40)
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~Po ( r  “  M d-is*i3 +  da(pu0) + df}(pua)\ =  0
Recombining the 0(e) and 0(e2) terms, we have
dtp +  dp(pup) = 0 (2-41)
dt(pua) +  d0(pnau0) =  -c]dap 4- ^ ( p u a) +  CdQ[d7(pu7)] (2.42)
which are the Navier-Stokes equations for a fluid in the incompressible limit, with 
transport coefficients
C, =  I%
» =  A , ( £ l A ) ( r -  i )
Thus, the derivation of the hydrodynamic equations is completed with closure en­
forced at the momentum level by using the approximation
2.4 LBE with Thermal Effects
We now move to examine a version of the LBE which can recover energy 
effects as well as mass and momentum dynamics. Our discussion of this model will 
proceed along lines similar to that of the previous section. There are some important 
differences, however, which will be elucidated upon in the next section.
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2.4.1 Multi-speed Lattice
Until now, we have assumed the use of a lattice that is isotropic in its fourth 
rank velocity moment tensor, which, in terms of recovery of mass and momentum 
macrodynamics is a perfectly feasible approach. However, recovery of the macroscopic 
thermal behavior requires a multi-speed lattice. The reason for this stems from the 
need to have an isotropic sixth rank velocity moment tensor. In two dimensions, 
a single speed hexagonal grid is capable of no greater than fourth rank isotropy. 
However, by using a multi-speed or composed lattice, greater freedom is obtained in 
choosing coefficients for the equilibrium distribution function, and it becomes possible 
to enforce sixth rank isotropy. It should be noted that use of an octagonal lattice 
has been proposed [13]. This lattice geometry has the important feature of being 
inherently sixth rank isotropic in its velocity moment tensor. However, it is still 
necessary to have multiple speeds in order to properly deduce the coefficients of the 
equilibrium distribution function. The inherently higher isotropy of this type grid is 
still of value, though, in terms of numerical stability. The simulations done for this 
thesis, however, have been done on a hexagonal grid, and so we will examine the 
thirteen bit model now in more detail.
2.4.2 Avoiding Cubic Non-linearities
Before we move to recover the hydrodynamic equations, it must be mentioned 
that a straightforward attempt to do so will lead to non-linearities of 0 (u3) cropping 
up in the macroscopic fluid equations [9]. In fact, it will be seen that by using a 
distribution function expanded to fourth order in the mean velocity, as opposed to 
the second order expansion used in previous sections, these spurious terms can be 
avoided. These terms were avoided in the previous section because we ignored terms
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of 0(eu3) in the pressure tensor. If we do not ignore these terms, it has been found [9] 
that instead of the Navier-Stokes equations for momentum, one has
dt(pva) +  dfi (pvaV0) =  - d aP  +  udff[dff(pva) +  da(pvff)\ +  crdpdy (pvavdVy) (2.43)
with a  =  ( i  — r). The ratio of the non-linear term is proportional to the Mach 
number squared, and so while ignoring terms of 0 (e u 3) in the pressure tensor is valid 
for small Mach number, the physics of the model may be non-trivially different from 
the physics of a real fluid. It is for this reason that we now move to a distribution 
function of the form
Nj£ =  p(Ap +  Bp(Cpiaua) +  CpU +  Dp{cpiauQ) +  Ep(cpiaua)u  (2.44)
+Fp(cpiaua)3 + Gp{CpiaUa)2U2 +  HpU4 +  0 ( u 5)
This fourth order expansion has the virtue, from our vantage point, of generating 
terms which exactly cancel the deviation terms which marred our previously derived 
Navier-Stokes level equations. The coefficients of the expansion have dependence on 
the local density and energy with the general form
X p =  p ^ X p kiel (2.45)
1=0
At this point it is useful to write the values for the velocity moments of the equilibrium 
distribution function:
Y . N* = e  (2.46)
Pi
(2.47)
Pi
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2
^  Npj CpiaCpifi =  ■+■ pUaUff (2.48)
P i
2
^ 1 Njri CpiaCpiffCpii =  pUoUplLy +  —p€.{uQ8py +  UpS^ +  11^ 8ap) (2.49)
p«
2  N * c r>ia 4 i c p i 0  = ^ Dj ^ ^ pe28Qp +  jjpeu 28a0 (2.50)
p i
2(D +  4) ,H----- —— peuaup + puruaup
Constraining jV£? to satisfy these five moments leads to the values for the coefficients 
AP...HP in the equilibrium distribution function. With this we are now equipped to 
recover the macroscopic fluid equations.
2.4.3 Macroscopic Equations Including Thermal Dynamics
Our procedure for recovery of the fluid equations is, once again, the Chapman- 
Enskog method used in previous sections. Thus we now Taylor expand the LBE 
with the BGK collision operator to second order in space and time and in the long 
wavelength and low frequency limit, obtaining
d t N p i  +  C pia d a N p i  +  — C p ia C p ip  N p i  +• C p ia d a d t N p i  +  —3 f N p i  =  A j(iV ).
As in our previous derivation, we have two different time scales, and so we will write
dt =  eda + e2dtz da = eda 
and the distribution will be broken up into an equilibrium and perturbative part as
iVpi =  ^  +  eA^e9 + 0 (e2).
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This then gives a kinetic equation consisting of first order terms in e as
(da + CpiadaW  =  - i jV ™  (2.51)
Multiplying this by 1 and Cpia to obtain the zeroth and first moments we get
B f t i +<*>$«)*?? “ — E - 1' # ’ (2-52)
pi ~ pi
and
' £ , ^ a‘> + crta9 s ) ^ = ~ ' £ cP“ Nipi) (2-53)
pi pi
These equations then give the leading order mass and momentum equations upon 
(discrete) integration:
dnp +  da(pua) =  0 (2.54)
2
da {pUa) +  dff(—pe6a0 +  puaus ) =  0 (2.55)
Recovery of the energy equation is somewhat more complicated. Beginning with the 
second moment of the kinetic equation, we have
£ < £ « . +  C * A ) =  ~  £  4 ^ K l> (2-56)
pi pi
From the equation for the general second velocity moment, the first term on the left
hand side is
f e  +  P*2) (2.57)
Applying the momentum equation, we obtain for the first term
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da =  “  J ju<*dc,(pe) ~  da(pu2ua) (2.58)
while the second term is, using the fourth general velocity moment,
da ^  j  =  da{fmau2 + j^pe(ua +  2u/}Sa/3)) (2.59)
2 , 2(D + 2)= 9a[puau +  ^ — -^peua)
Combining the parts together, we get
2
dnpe +  da (peua) =  ~ —pedaua (2.60)
which is the correct form for the Euler level energy equation.
Now we derive the macroscopic equations which follow from the 0(e2) terms:
&A?? +  (1 -  j r ) « i + c pi„a„)JV',1)= o  (2.61)
The zeroth moment gives us the mass equation:
dt2p =  0 (2.62)
To obtain the momentum equation, we take the first moment of the 0(e2) equation:
9a ( E  <*■ *?) +  (1 -  h e , E  (c*.c*s( - t (da  +  < * A ) « J ) )
\ P »  /  J»
=  0 (2.63)
It is convenient to make use of the second and third velocity moments here. We find 
that the second term on the left hand side yields:
2
da £  {NgcpiaCpip) =  —dti(pe)5a0 +  (madtxu0 +  updti(puQ) (2.64)
p»
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4 2 2
=  ~ ^ P e (dyUy)8ap -  pdy (peuy )8ap -  — {uadp(pe) +  upda {pe)) -  dy(puaupUy)
and
dy ^  ) CpiaCpif}Cpi'tNj£^ — dy ^j^pe{ua8py ■+■ upSgty +  Uy8a0 ) +  puaU(}Uy^  (2.65) 
2
=  -Q{9y(peua)8a0 + da (peup) +  dp{peua)) +  dy{puaupUy)
Substituting into our moment equation, we find
da(pua) ~ dp ( ( r  -  ^)jjpe(daug +  dpua -  jjdyUy8ap fj  =  0 (2.66)
Notice that the terms 0{u3) cancel exactly, which shows that the choice of equilibrium 
distribution function is a good one. Now, for the energy equation, we take the second 
moment of the kinetic equation:
3 ,2  £  =  - ( ! - - ) [  £ ( 3 „  +  ] (2.67)
J.
27 . mpi \p t
which yields, using the Euler level equation,
d a (jjpe  + pu2) =  (r -  ^)dp J^{dn(N^CpiaCpiaCpip) +dy(N%CpiacpiaCpipCpiy)) (2.68)
P*
The left hand side is calculated as follows:
dt2 (jjPe  +  pu2) =  dt2 ( j jp e  +  2puada ua) (2.69)
=  da  ( jjp e  +  2dp [jjpe{r  -  ^) ({dQup +  dpua) -  ^(dpUy)8ap)^ ua)
The terms in the sum on the right hand side are determined using the velocity moment 
constraints and the Euler level equations:
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da ^  N^CpiaCpiaCpipj = dti ^ p e u a +  pu2ua)  (2.70)
Repeated applications of the chain rule lead us eventually to find
dti N^CpiaCpiaCpi j^ = ~ ^ — eda(pe) -  d0 (pu2uaup) (2.71)
- 2^ D~q  ^ df)(peuaU0) -  ^ u 2da(pe) -  jjUaupdp(pe) -  - ~ ^ - 2  ^peuad0u0 
Using the fourth velocity moment constraint,
df3 ^CpiaC^epi^j = 2 ^pe26a0 + jjpeu 28a(3+ 2(DQ ^ peuQu0+pu2uau^)
(2.72)
which yields immediately
2UaUffdp ^N gcp iacliC p i^ j =  {pe2)+ ^ d apeu2+ 2 ^Dj ~ -dppeuaufi+d0(m
(2.73)
Combining these two expressions gives us the energy equation of 0(e2):
da (pe) -  a„ ( ^ ^ - p e ( r  -  i)3„e) (2.74)
-  ( I j M r  -  j)(a„Ui, +  dfU„)j a„u„ +  -^pPe(T -  ^ d eu g f  =  0
It bears repeating that this result has no nonlinear deviation terms, due to our choice 
of equilibrium distribution function. Combining terms of all orders gives us the equa­
tions for mass, momentum, and energy:
dtp +  dQ(pua) =  0 (2.75)
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2
dt(pua) +  df}(puautj) =  ~ —da(pe) + dp (fi(daup +  dpua))da(Ad7u^) (2.76)
2
dt(pe) +  dQ{peua) =  —jjdpup +  da(/cdae) +  /z(3a“/s +  dpua)daup +  \{dpup)2 (2.77) 
with the shear viscosity, bulk viscosity, and thermal conductivity defined as
" = 5 ' * (T~ 5 )
A =  -^ p e (r  -  i )  
k = 2{ ^ 2) ^ ( t _ 1)
With this we have established the theoretical soundness of our approach. Before 
moving on, we shall briefly examine a theoretical extension of the thermal LBM.
2.5 LBM in Action
In the previous sections of this chapter, the theory behind LBM was laid out 
in some detail. At this point, it is worthwhile to check the results of our theory. The 
numerical algorithm used here is summarized in Table 2.2. The form of depends 
on lattice and closure level chosen. Since we are interested in examining the turbulent 
regime, it is appropriate to consider a model where we have induced two dimensional 
free decay turbulence via a double velocity shear layer. The simulation shown was 
performed using a 13 bit (12 moving, 1 rest particle) grid, so that the lattice vectors 
are, in Cartesian coordinates,
C p i = p  [cos Q 2 ir ( i  -  1)) , s in  Q2ir(i -  1)) j (2.78)
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Table 2.2: Basic Lattice Boltzmann numerical algorithm
31
_______ Numerical algorithm: Advance in time t  —» t  4- 1________
•  at each site x, phase velocity c f r e e  stream distribution function:
Npi(x) -)• Npi(x +  c^
•  Recalculate macroscopic variables p, v, 0 , update N eq 
•  Collisional relaxation at each node: 
iVpi(x, t) -  ^[Npiix, t) -  (x, t)] =  Njn(x, t + 1)
and an equilibrium distribution function N%- as given in previous sections. The 
simulation was performed on a 512x512 grid with a mean velocity VQ = 0.06 and an 
initial energy Eq =  0.35 in LBE units. The relaxation time r  was chosen to make 
the Reynolds number Re = ~  5500. We also note here that (microscopic) LBE
time steps are related to the (macroscopic) eddy turnover time by
^ 2 5 -  -  -  1358 (2.79)
* spectral a7TVo
In the figures, we are examining the evolution of the vorticity of the fluid. Note that 
we have taken data at every fourth grid node, thus the grid has a size of 128x128. We 
have applied an initial random perturbation to the double shear velocity layer. This 
perturbation, in conjunction with the double shear, gives rise to two main classes 
of vortices, those rotating in the +z direction and those rotating in the -z direction. 
Positively rotating vortices are co-rotating, negatively rotating vortices are counter 
rotating. Note that times are given in eddy turnover times. We see that at .18 
turnover times, Fig. 2.2, the perturbed shear layers are beginning to form vortices. 
By the time we reach .55 turnover times, Fig. 2.3,vortices have clearly formed on both
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Figure 2.2: The fluid at .18 eddy turnover times. Note that vortices are already 
forming.
shear layers, and the upper layer vortices have detached from one another. One of 
the characteristics of two dimensional turbulence is that of a coalescence of smaller 
structures to larger structures, known as an inverse energy cascade. This is in fact 
the opposite of the behavior one finds in three dimensions, where structures move 
from larger to smaller scales. We see this feature beginning at 1.47 eddy turnover 
times, Fig. 2.4, with the vortices on the right of the upper shear layer beginning to 
merge, and much more clearly by 2.95 turnover times, Fig. 2.5. By 5.9 turnover times, 
the co-rotating and counter-rotating classes have moved to an even larger structure, 
Fig. 2.6. There is no sign of the shear layers at 8.1 turnover times, Fig. 2.7, and 
smaller structures have been almost entirely absorbed into the larger vortices, the 
interaction between the main vortices is becoming much greater here. At 11 turnover 
times, Fig. 2.8, all small structures have been absorbed and the system in nearing 
equilibrium. The system has equilibrated by 18.4 turnover times, Fig. 2.9, with only 
the two main vortices rotating about. Thus, the inverse energy cascade is complete.
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Figure 2.3: The fluid at .35 eddy turnover times. Vortices are clearly formed with 
the upper layer vortices detached from one another.
20 40 60 80 100 120
Figure 2.4: The fluid at 1.47 eddy turnover times. The fluid is beginning to show 
signs of inverse energy cascade at upper right shear layer.
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Figure 2.5: The fluid at 2.95 eddy turnover times. The inverse energy cascade becomes
more pronounced.
20 40 60 80 100 120
Figure 2.6: The fluid at 5.9 eddy turnover times. Larger structures begin to dominate.
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Figure 2.7: The fluid at 8.1 eddy turnover times. Shear layers are gone, co and 
counter rotating vortices begin to strongly interact.
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Figure 2.8: The fluid at 11 eddy turnover times. Small structures have disappeared, 
the system heads for equilibrium.
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Figure 2.9: 18.4 eddy turnover times The system in equilibrium.
So, we have seen that LBM is capable of modeling this system of one fluid, 
and producing results which are theoretically correct, in that the correct macroscopic 
equations are satisfied. This simulation shows that the results given are physically in 
line with known results. With this result in hand, we are free to move on to examine 
a more complicated model, one which incorporates the interaction of multiple species 
of fluids. Before we do this, though, we make a brief digression to a topic alluded to in 
Chapter 1 - that of the parallel nature of LBM algorithms in general. As mentioned 
there, LBM is extremely well suited to parallel computing architectures due to the 
local nature of all operations. The theoretical parallelizability has been actualized in 
some sample simulations [16]. On a dedicated 16 processor CRAY C90, and average 
CPU concurrency of 15.67 at 9.37 GFLOPs /wall sec- corresponding to over 99% 
parallelization - was achieved. Using the Message Passing Interface (MPI) libraries 
on a CRAY T3E, we have also seen excellent scaling with number of processors, see 
Table 2.3. There is a mere 0.3% increase in successively doubling the number of 
processors from 16 to 512, while concurrently doubling the number of grid points.
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Table 2.3: Scaling on CRAY T3E for various grid sizings and processing elements 
(PEs).
No. PEs Grid Nodes (2D) No. iterations Time/PE (sec)
16 5122 6.0 x 103 1439.3
32 1024 x 512 6.0 x 103 1441.5
64 10242 6.0 x 103 1442.5
128 2048 x 1024 6.0 x 103 1442.8
256 20482 6.0 x 103 1443.1
512 4096 x 2048 6.0 x 103 1443.8
The number of floating point operations performed here is «  96 MFLOPs/PE which 
is overall «  49 GFLOPs/wall sec using 512 PEs.
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Chapter 3
The Theory of Multiple 
Component Fluid Flows
Theoretical methods for determining behavior of multiple component fluid 
flows have existed for some time [17]. It has in fact become possible to perform 
practical tests of these methods using hardware commonly available from retail com­
mercial vendors using local serial processing computers. Naturally, high-end parallel 
processing machines are orders of magnitude faster, but this does not change the fact 
that it is possible to run a reasonable sized simulation “on the desktop”. In this 
chapter, we lay out the basic theory of a model for multiple component flows. Our 
development will be similar to the approach used in Chapter 2.
3.1 Morse’s Multi-species Approach
We discuss here a method developed by Morse [18] and subsequently modified 
by Greene [19]. In this approach, we will find that the model kinetic equation used is 
in effect the Boltzmann equation with a BGK collision operator modified to take in to
38
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account the interactions between two fluids of differing masses, mean fluid velocities, 
and mean energies. It is the way that these interactions are dealt with that will 
ultimately decide the usefulness of this method.
3.1.1 The Modified BGK Equation
The most obvious difference that one finds upon inspection of this model with 
the aforementioned single fluid LBM is that we now have a set of equations (one for 
each fluid) and that the collision operator must now take into account two species 
of fluids in order to properly determine the relaxation properties of the system. For 
convenience, we first give a discussion of the equations in continuum space, and only 
later will move to discretized space. Our generalization of the BGK equation then 
has the form
dtf i  +  v • V xh  =  ~ (/l gl2) (3.1)Til T12
and
a , h + v v I/ 2 = J A s j s I  _  1
722 r2L
In these equations, we have four different collision times, r^, where the i , j  may be 
either 1 or 2, and four local Maxwellian distribution functions gij. The “11” and 
“22” or “on-diagonal” terms here represent the single particle relaxation times and 
equilibrium distribution functions, while the “12” and “21” or “off-diagonal” terms 
represent relaxation times for the two fluid species relative to one another and cross­
distribution functions, which facilitate coupling of the two species. The form of the 
collision operator we have chosen, it should be pointed out, gives a fixed value for the 
Prandtl number Pr, (defined as Pr =  £); the collision operator for a single species 
LBM development with arbitrary Prandtl number has been investigated by Soe [20]. 
We leave the generalization to a multiple component collision operator for a future
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work. The form of the distribution functions is
8u (x, v ,0  =  ni ( ^ - ) 8 exp ( - m‘(; e ; iMll)*)  (3.2)
<3 '3 >
a i z ( x , v , i )  =  n ,  ( ^ - ) *  (3 .4 )
t o ( x ,v , t ) = n2 ( ^ - ) * e I p ( ^ ^ ^ l ) ! )  (3.5)
Here, v  is the kinetic phase space velocity vector, the on diagonal 0  terms are the 
temperature for each species, while the off diagonal us and 0 s are the cross velocity 
and cross temperature respectively, used to mediate species interaction and chosen to 
satisfy conservation of mass, momentum, and energy. The number density r^, mean 
species fluid velocities u^, and mean species temperatures On are defined in terms of 
fi by
n* = rii(x, t) = J  fid3v  (3.6)
ntU„- =  n,u«(x, t) = f  vfid3v  (3.7)
=  |n i 0 n(x, t) =  y  J ( v  -  un)2f i d \  (3.8)
with rrii the particle mass. Note that here, we make the distinction between number 
and mass density by keeping m, and ti* separate, whereas in the single fluid develop­
ment we did not. This is due to the fact that in the single fluid model, mass density 
had a unit value, where in the two fluid model, we must account for relative differences
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between the fluids. In addition to the definitions of mass, momentum, and energy 
above, we define a two species version of the pressure tensor and heat flux vector:
in our case a hard sphere interaction. We now define the relaxation times ty, velocities 
Utj,and temperatures 0 ,r  It is here that the fluid coupling will occur and hence we 
refer to them as the “cross fluid” terms. The key notion in determining the value for 
these terms is that although we have abandoned the full Boltzmann collision integral 
for simplicity, it is physically desirable that the system exhibit behavior that is as 
close to that of the full Boltzmann equation as possible. In order to obtain this, 
Morse noted that in order to have this behavior, the model (e.g. BGK) system must 
have momentum and energy relaxation properties identical to that of the the full 
Boltzmann system. The relaxation properties of the BGK system are determined 
from the first and second moments of the BGK equation:
(3.9)
(3.10)
For the relaxation times we shall take those given by Morse [17]:
(3.11)
where 0  is a constant that depends on the type of collision one has chosen to model,
*21 Tn
(3.12)
and
771i 7712
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where a spatially homogeneous BGK equation has been assumed. In essence, the 
relaxation moments are determined horn the BGK collision terms. The relaxation 
moments for the full (spatially homogeneous) Boltzmann equation are given by Morse 
[17] as
dt(U22 ~  u u ) =  -otE f — (3.14)\n 2Tn2 n\in\J \  1 J
and
#t(©22 — ©11) =  ~ a E ( e »  -  e „ )  ( ±  + 1 )  +  i=B - J p)* ( m  -  j\no n \J  3 Vrii n2 J<Tl2 Tli ' \  Tlx Tl ,
where a E is given by Morse [17] as
(3.15)
W f e ) ( i S  + - ) 01a E = -------------- ; Ta  (3.16)
v « T ( i  +  f f )
where 7 is, like <j> in Eqn. 3.11, a constant dependent on the type of interaction being 
modeled. Now, by setting (3.12) equal to (3.14) and (3.13) equal to (3.15) one finds 
the values for the cross fluid terms. As noted by Greene [19], the value for the product
otETij is arbitrary owing to the underdetermined nature of the system; hence we find
U12 =  - (u n +  U22) — 2^ (un  “  u22) (3.17)
U21 =  £ (Uu "*■U22) +  2 ^ Un ~  U22^  (3.18)
e „  = t a g *  -  g - a - ( e »  -  9n> (3.19)
TTl2 +  TTli TTl2 +  J7lx
and
+ s (1 ~  ~  a* ) S + -  u» ) 2O TTl2 +  771 x 16 7712 +  771 x
= + ^ _ a _ (0I1 _  ea) (3.20)
7712 +7711 7712 +771!
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mimi
(un  — U22)2 — yjj(l +  0)2 ^ 2 TTt\ 7712 +  771!7712(Un ~ U22)2
where we have taken
OtETij = (3.21)
with /? arbitrary.
3.1.2 General Equations of Motion
We are interested, as in the previous chapter, in the recovery of the macroscopic 
fluid equations, this time using our two species BGK equation. In the next section we 
will seek these equations out, but at this point it is useful to determine the general 
form that these equations will take. As before, the fluid equations will be, in general, 
the integrated zeroth, first, and second moment equations. Thus, we compute the 
general forms of these three equations here now. The zeroth moment is
r  ( d j i  +  V  • 3 , / O d V  =  / “  m , ( - U f i -  to) -  -  j « ) )
J -  00 j -  00 \  Ta Tij )
d3v  (3.22)
Integrating, we have
(3.23)
The first moment is
/ oo
m i\{dtfi  +  v
•00
On the left hand side, we have
(3.25)
at(77iiniu1i) +  3*771* J  ((v -  u*)(v -  u*i) -  u |  +  2v • u*i) /id3v
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and using the definition of the pressure tensor, 11*,
=  dtimiTiiUu) +  dxri* +  dximiTiiUiiUii)
On the right hand side,
/  Tn^ v ( ~ ( A  ~  9i) ~  ~  rf3v (3-26)J -oo \  T* T ij  J
m r k ,  .
=  —  (Uit -  U i j )
Ta
and so the general momentum equation is
  jn ‘TTj
dt (miniUii) +  3x11* + dx(m*7i*u*u*) = --------(u* -  u*7) (3.27)
Ti j
Moving to the second moment, we have
f  m iV 2{dtf i  +  v • dx/*)d3v =  [  m*v2 f - — (/* -  </*) -  — (/* -  fty)') d3v  (3.28)
J -  oo j -  00 \  7* Tij J
On the left hand side, there is
I - oo + v ‘ =  / .  ((v  “  Ui»')(v "  “ «) ~  *4 +  2v ‘ «*) /»rf3v
(3.29)
+m*3x /  v  • ((v -  u«)(v -  u*) -  u?* +  2v • u«) /*d3v
=  dt (371*0* -  m*n*u**) +  9jt(2q, +  371*0*11* -  m*7i*u£u* +  2u**II* +  27n*7i*u?u«) 
Integrating the right hand side yields
J  771*v2 ( “ (/« - 5«) -  -r(/i ~ 9ij)) d3v = ~ + ^ *4)
J —oo \  T* Tij J  Tij \  771* 771* /
(3.30)
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Hence, the general second moment equation is
dt(3n*0* -  + dx(2qi +  u*(3n*9* +  171*71*11?) +  2u**n*) (3.31)
= (3ni(Gii -  Gij) + 77i*n*(u* -  u?)) 
ij
It should be noted that the moment equations shown here are not closed until the 
stress tensor II and heat flux vector q are evaluated. This issue will be taken up 
when we return to these general moment equations in order to extract the first two 
order approximations for our fluid equations.
3.1.3 Euler Equations
We now turn to the Chapman-Enskog formalism to recover the macroscopic 
fluid equations, beginning with the zeroth order (Euler) equations. We rearrange
(3.1) to read
fi =  9i + [dtfi  +  v • a*fi] +  ^ { g ij  -  f i) j (3.32)
In the zeroth order approximation, we treat the terms 0 ( th) and O ( ^ )  as small. 
Thus, recovering the zero order equations requires us to replace /, with gu in the 
general fluid equations of the previous section. The mass equation is then exactly the 
general equation given in the previous section:
dtimitii) +  dximiTiiUii) = 0 (3.33)
For the momentum equation, it is necessary only to determine the Euler level pressure 
tensor :
II. =  m  ((v -  Ufi) (v -  ua)) gud3v  (3.34)
J —QQ
=  71*0*1
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where I is the unit diagonal tensor. This allows us to write (using Eqn. 3.34) the zero 
order momentum equation as
dtimiTiiUii) +  dx (tti*71*u**u**) =  d-xijH ©i») “(u** a**) (3.35)
T»3
The energy equation requires that we find the Euler level heat flux vector:
q» =  /  ((v  -  u**)2(v  -  u*)) g a d \  (3.36)
=  0
since the integrand is an odd function. The energy equation at this level may then 
be written as
dt(3nj©ii +  771*71*11”) +  £?x(57l*0**U** +  77l*7l*U**U**) (3.37)
= --- -(37l*(©i* -  ©*J +  771*71*(u*i -  u*j)2)
Tij
Thus, we now have the zeroth order equations of motion for our system. It now
remains to determine the next higher order correction to this set of equations, i.e.
finding the Navier Stokes equations that give the evolution of the system on the 
transport time scale.
3.1.4 Navier-Stokes Equations
Our procedure for solving for the Navier-Stokes equations will take the same 
form as in the previous section, and so again we begin with
f i  = 9i +  ^ - r«  +  [dtfi +  v . a*/*] +  ^-{gij ~  f i )^ (3.38)
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Here, however, we keep all the terms in the equation, and replace f ,  with git giving 
us
fi = 9i+ [dtgi + v  • d^gi] +  ^-{ga -  ft)^ 
Noting that g# = gu(rii, u,i, 0,-,), we then have
Tij
Where the partial derivatives have the values
d» =  ^ - ( v  -  uii)gu
“ it
(3.39)
fi -  9i +  (~m  ([dt +  V • ax] m) dngu -  rit ([at + v - d x\ u«) duga (3.40)
- th ([9t +  v  • ax] 0«) dQgn +  — (gij -  g»))
9 e  =  e~, ( ^ ; (v “ “ 2 ) 9i'
Next, we define the convective derivative D { X )  such that
D { X )  =  (at + v - a x ) X  (3.41)
With this we have
D{rii) =  -nidxUii +  v  • UiAn* (3.42)
L>(ua) = ---- — dxiniQa) -  —  (u,,- -  Uij) +  (v -  u^a^ii,, (3.43)TliTrii Tij
d(Qh) =  (v -  u* ja*©* -  |©*a*u« -  ((©« -  ©,-;) -  ~  ^ j)2)  (3-44)
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Now the distribution function /,- becomes
f i  =  9ii 4" [ (P*i®ii) (u,'i — Utj) (3.45)
71* 71*771*
+ (v  -  UiOaxUiii^-tv -  Uii) +  [(v -  uii)3)t(e« ) -  leii^xUii
t Ui o
( ( ® « -  ® « >  -  f  ( -  -  « , > * ) ] £  ( £ £ < *  -  « « ) 2 - 1 ) > +  ^  ~  **
Gathering terms together, we obtain
f i  =  9u ~  gaTiii-idxUii) + (v -  u n ) ^ d xni +  ( ^ ; ( v  -  u*)2 -  ^
x ^ -^ 0u5xu^ i +  (v -  u s )  • ax0 n) + ^ -  ( - ( v  -  utj)^-3x(ni6 ti) +  (v -  u,i)(v -  u,i))
((u« -  Uij)(v -  Uii) -  i fMj . \2
2e ' ( v “ u'i) - 2 (u*t -  Ui j )2] )  +  ^ r(g ij  -  go)) Tij
Now canceling and rearranging terms, we arrive at
f i  =  0«»-0.«r,.(^dx0n(v-u*) ( ^ : ( v  -  Uii)2 -  ^ ) + ^ - A  ((v  -  Uii)(v -  Uii) -  | ( v  -
where AQ0 =  * c ( ^  +  g j ) .
m i 2 3
L2 0 « ~  “ 2 . /  Tij
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With the value for the distribution function determined, we now move to de­
termining the first order equations of motion. For the mass equation, we may imme­
diately write
+  dximiTiiUn) =  0 (3.46)
In order to find the first order momentum equation, we return to the general momen­
tum equation, (3.27). We need only solve for the first order pressure tensor to obtain 
a solution. Beginning with the general pressure tensor definition and substituting the 
value for fi we have
n = ((v “ u*)(v ” us)fo«“ 3*r* (©n(v -  u,i) ^ ( v - v i i i ) 2-  ^])])d3v
(3.47)
+ ~  ((V -  u«)(v -  U ji)^A (v  -  u*)(v -  Uii) -  | ( v  -  Uii)2)  d \
+  TH L ^ ((V “ ^ )(V “ U tf)(5 ^  ( ^ ‘ “  ~  \  [ ^ - ( V -  “ t .) 2 -  | ]  (Ut« -  Ui3)
+ — {9i] -  5n)))d3v
T*j
The first term of the first integral is
— f  (v -  Uii) (v -  Uii)ftid3v  =  ni©,-,- (3.48)
Tli J—oo
while the second term of the first integral does not contribute anything since the
integrand is an odd power of v. In order to evaluate the second integral, which we
will designate as II'Q/j, we first define the quantity U  =  (v — u*-). Then we have, for 
the trace of the tensor
£ r c  =  -  jjp-A* / "  U„U0(U ,U 4 -  (3.49)
0=1 “ ** J-°°
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Summing over repeated indices, and noting that only terms even in U  will contribute, 
we find
- ^ [ A u  /_“  ( | t / f  +  \ u M  +  it/? t/f -  l-U i -  |U lU l -  i [ t f )  <?U (3.50)
+ A j 2  / _ ”  -  f t  -  | t / - ? t / 32 +  \u ', +  i t / f t / |  -  i t / , * )  S V
+ a 33 j T  Q u f t f  - i t / ; -  -  i f / ,  +  it/,4) ^U ]
Upon integration, we find that all terms cancel, and so
E l C  =  0 (3.51)
a=l
Next, is symmetric and depends linearly on Aa0 and so we may write it as
ria0 =  — —- (Aajg — -Ayy) (3.52)
rrii o
= (A„« -  ■ oh)
TTli
Here, fi is a constant which is determined by finding any one component of 11^, since 
all components are the same Va ^  (3. Thus,
n;2 = - ^ a , ,  v j j i (UtU , -  i ^ t / ^ u )  (3 .53)
“ ii J —00 O
=  - ^  [ a , 2  / ”  ( t / ? t / ? ) S j j<i3 U  +  A m  / “  ( t / ? t / f ) J ^ u l
L oo «/—oo J
=  - 2^ A 12 r  ( U M ) g ^ V
U ii 00
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With this, we find fj.:
r“ it J—oo (3.54)
=  r«ni©«
which completes the second integral. The third integral in (3.47) has the form
i  ( (“« -  »«)(v  -  <*) -  5  [ ^ ( v  -  U.,)2 -  | ]  (U,, -  Uy)2)
The first part of the first term gives no contribution since it is odd in v. The second 
part of the first term is
’2- -  r ™ 31mi
30<;S; f i UaU& w  ~ I]9iiiU iiS '  ^ 2d3u (3-55)
m
30
+ ^ l f u au ^ vwwiiTy 6 J—oo
Here, the only contributions will come from terms where a  = /?. Upon integration, 
then, we find that
m,2'1
/ . “  0 .0*  -  | ]  -  ««.)V U  (3.56)
^  SmiTiiTii m i n i n g ,  x2
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mjUj Tu
3 n
(y-us -  U ijs f
y
The second part of the integral we write out in full, owing to the mixed species velocity 
terms:
to o
/  (9ij ~ 9ii) (va ~  Uic) ( v p  -  U i() ) d 3
T ij  j-o o
(3.57)
T~ii= TTliTli--- 7 +  (Ujjc yUa)(Uij$ Uii&) ~ ~ i 
. m i  TTli,
So we now have for the pressure tensor
'y
- 2- -9 - 1 +  (Hij -  Uii){Uij -  u«) -  -  Uii)2TTli 3
(3.58)
The first two terms are those that would be found from a single fluid Chapman-Enskog 
development, i.e. the single fluid pressure tensor, while the third term is that arising 
from the interaction of the two fluids. We then have for our first order momentum 
equation
m,nidt(miniU*) +  d j l i  + dx(miniUiiUi.) = -------- ( ^  -  uy ) (3.59)
'y
with H  as we have derived above.
Recovery of the energy equation requires us to determine the heat flux vector 
qi. By definition we have, substituting in the first order distribution function,
q« =  J _ jy  -  ui)(v -  m)2^  ^ ^ © . . ( v  -  u{) ( ^ 4 ^  -  uf)2 - d3v
(3.60)
r 5 « ( v - u 0 ( v - u t)27ii
Z  «/— oo
^ -A ((v  -  Uj)(v -  Uj) -  | ( v  -  m )2) u V
+ 1 L /o o  ^ « ( v _ u *)(v _ u da( ^ “  ((“« ~  u*j)(v  -  ««) - 1 [^ § 4 V -  u«)2 - | ]  ( ^  -
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+ — (9ij ~  0«))d3v
Tij
The second integral makes no contribution since it is odd in v. Then we have for the 
Erst integral,
" I 1 / _ J v - u ‘)(v - u‘)2t-« ^ ^ 0 i‘(v _ U |) ( ^ ( v ~ U|)2 _ £ ) ] d3v (3-61)
=  -KdxQii
with
Now we solve the integral to obtain K:
K  =  { rrkni
60* \  20* 45^1 +  5 4 ^ 1 ^ + 6®mf  m f mi m f 9§  + 6 § l). Trii m f } / (3.62)
— 2n‘r,*0 ,‘
The third integral, which is the contribution of the cross species interaction, is
q r "  =  Y  / . 005,iT‘i(v -U t)(v -U i)2( ^ ^ —((u,,—UtjOCv— [ ^ - ( v  -  Uii)2 -
(3.63)
x(uii -  Uij)2) +  ^-(gij -  ga)))d3v  
Tij
The contribution of the second term is zero, while we have for the first term,
C ° “  =  ^  / “  (3.64)* J — oo T {j
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The only non-zero contributions come for 7  =  a, so that upon integration, we have
( 3 . 6 5 )C ° s‘ =  ^ ^ K a - u y a )O Tij
.0 L  _ 0 L 13 ( 3 ^ ) + 2 ( 3 3 )
5 7 «
rij
The third term is
— „ n i^ i i ( uia uja) L Ta
m? rOO .
=  I  -  u i c t ) ( v 0  -  U i f i K v p  -  u i p ) ~ 9 i j d 3 v  ( 3 . 6 6 )A J— OO 7|j
since the term makes no contribution. We then have
rn? /»00
^ ffc ro a a  =  _ L  A (w Q -  U tQ ) 3  +  ( u a  -  U iQ ) ( u ^  -  t t t f ) 2  +  ( u a  -  U i a ) ( u 7  -  Ui7 )2rf3V ( 3 . 6 7 )
6 «/ —OO
where a  (3 7 . Integrating and recombining, we find
m2 0 -
=  [ ( ^ J Q  ^ i a )  ( t f j a  W , q ) + 3 — — ( ( u JQ  ^ i a ) " f " ( ^ j / J  U ,^ )  +  ( U j 7  U j7 ) )  ( 3 . 6 8 )6 Trlj
+ 2“ f  ((«ia ~  <*ta) +  (Ujt) -  Uiff) +  (Ui7 -  Ui7))] TTl%
= Y  [(“ja ~  Uia)2(uja  -  Uia) +  5 ^ ( U ij -  Uii)]
TTli
and so we have for q f 0,4
qT°“  =  ^ ^ ( © i i  -  0ij)(Uii -  Uij) -  imirii(uii -  Uij)2(Uii -  Uij) (3.69)4 Tij &
Putting it all together for the heat flux vector, we see that 
qi =  -K d y & a  + ni(0ii -  ©i3)(u* -  Ui,) -  ^ 71X11* -  Ui3)2(Uii -  uy) (3.70)
1 Tij i
Thus, the Navier-Stokes level energy equation has the form
3t(3ni©ti -  m im u ti) -i- a)t(2qi -I- Utf(3ni©u +  miTiiU?) +  211*11,) (3.71)
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=  ~ ~  (3nt(0 «i -  Qij) +  -  u? ))•ij
with l i t  and q* as determined in this section.
Recapping ail the results, the mass, momentum and energy equations at the 
transport Navier-Stokes level are:
dtfjriiUi) -I- dxiniiniUii) =  0
TYliTti
d t i r r i i n i U i i )  +  +  ^ ( m t r i i U i i U i i )  = -----------------( i t *  -  u * j )
Tij
dtiZruQa -  rmrkUii) +  &(2q< -I- un(3ni0 ii +  m ^ u *) +  211*110
=  ~  (3^ ( 0 * -  ©y)'+ -  u?-))
•ij
where
II =  71*0*1——  (A—^ d x U i i)+ m iT i i—TTli Tij
0 |JTn 0,11 +  (uij -  UiiXUy -  u,t) -  -m, 3
5 T * 1q» = -Kd^Qa + nt(0it -  0»j)(Utt -  Utj) -  -m<nt(utt -  ui,)2(uii -  u^),
£ Tij £
with the rate of strain tensor
m i( d \X i  9u ,\
a = t U t+ 8*J
with the tilde indicating the transpose of the quantity underneath it. The viscosity 
IH is
Hi =  Tun&ii,
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and the thermal conductivity K{ is
5
Hi =  — n»Tu@ti.
Thus, we have derived a new set of fluid equations , encompassing the single species 
Euler and Navier-Stokes equations, but also taking into account the interactions of 
two fluid species.
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Chapter 4
Numerical Simulations
In the previous chapters, we have developed the single fluid LBM and a general 
multiple fluid approach. We will now show here the results of bringing multiple com­
ponent theory into LBM. We shall inspect simulations done using the Morse/Greene 
development.
4.1 M ultiple Component LBM
The basis of the numerics in this chapter is, of course, the Lattice Boltzmann 
Equation, Eqn. 2.13. Now, though we have a set of equations, one for each fluid. 
Thus we are solving
N ri, ( x + c i , t + l ) - N rili x , t )  =  ~ ( N m ( x , t ) - f Q l ( x , t ) ) - — (N m ( x , t ) - N ^ ( x , t ) )
1^1 T12
(4.1)
N pi2{ x + C i , t+ 1 ) - N pa(.x ,t) =  - ^ - ( N pt2( x , t ) - N g 1( x , t ) ) — - ( N ^ x ,  t ) - N £ 2l(x ,  t))
7*22 r T21
The standard two step LBM algorithm is used - particles at a spatial location x  and 
time t  are “streamed” to a location x  + 1, which is determined by the distribution
57
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function, and advanced in time one step to £+1, followed by the collision process. It is
manifested in a numerical simulation.
4.1.1 Numerics of the Collision Process
As stated above, we are solving a set of discretized Boltzmann equations with 
a generalized BGK collision operator. We see that single fluid LBM behavior is 
recovered (i.e. Eqn. 2.13) by suppressing all quantities associated with one of the 
fluids. From this, then, one finds that coupling behavior between the fluids is deter­
mined from 12, N $ u T\2 , and 721. The flexibility that the systems offers is in the 
relaxation times, which we recall are, for the single species relaxation (Eqn. 3.11):
We may adjust 0 in (3.11) and j3 and a  in (3.21) in order to suit the physical situation. 
It should be noted here that for the discrete BGK equation, it has been shown [21] 
that all relaxation times must be chosen with an added factor of this is a result 
of including second order terms in the Chapman-Enskog expansion. Thus in our 
simulations we have
in the collisions that the fluid coupling takes place. This coupling has been discussed 
in Chapter 3 from a theoretical standpoint. In this chapter, we shall see how it is
and for the cross species relaxation (Eqn. 3.21):
.  ( i+ g )
,J a s
(4.2)
(4.3)
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Table 4.1: Coefficients for Taylor expansion of n%f for 2D, 13 bit (12 moving, 1 rest) 
hexagonal grid. The “p” index is the particle speed.
p Opo Opl Op2 bpo bp i CpO Cpl dpo dpi CpO
0
1
2
1
0
0
5
I
36
2
4
1®
18
0
4
•l
18
0 
_4
29
9
0
8
*1
18-
0
4
I5 
. 3
1 
1 ^
2
2
5I
18
0
4
F
27
The other source of coupling is in the cross fluid equilibrium distribution functions. 
All four of the equilibrium distributions are assumed to be truncated power series in 
the mean velocity v:
NjJ =  p(Ap +  Bp{CpiauQ) +  Cp(cpiaua) ■+• Dpii 4- Ep(cpiaua) (4.4)
The coefficients AP...EP are determined by requiring JVJ* to satisfy Eqns. 2.46 through 
2.49. One finds that this places cross velocity and energy terms into the cross distri­
bution functions. It should be noted here that we have expanded only to 0 (u 3) in 
this equilibrium distribution function, as opposed to the 0 (u4) expansion discussed 
in Chapter 2. This expansion will still solve the cubic nonlinearity problem, but will 
give errors of 0 (u 4). However, since we are interested here in the low Mach number 
regime, this will not be a problem. We choose to close the system at the third velocity 
moment (i.e. Eqn. 2.49) since we are working with a hexagonal lattice which has a 
isotropy only up to its fourth rank velocity moment tensor and so becomes numer­
ically unstable when using a higher order expansion for an equilibrium distribution 
function than 0{uz). Table 4.1 shows the values used in the following simulations, 
where we have used Eqn. 2.45:
2
Xp =  p  ^ '  Xphie 
1=0
We shall now show the results of some simulation efforts.
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4.2 Simulations
60
The simulations shown here are two fluid systems, with the behavior of each 
fluid species tracked independently. Because a primary focus of this work is the 
modeling of turbulent systems, we have chosen systems where turbulence should 
theoretically be a key component of the dynamics. In order to achieve this we have in 
general given at least one of the fluid species an initial velocity profile that is conducive 
to vortex spinoff; typically this means having some type of velocity shear profile, where 
along some line in the fluid there is a boundary between positive and negative mean 
fluid velocity. The resulting vortices that are formed are then tracked by determining 
the vorticity of the fluid, which is defined as u =  V x v. The data shown in this 
chapter are plots of w, except where noted. The first simulation we examine is a case 
where one fluid (“fluid 1”) is taken at t=0 to have a horizontal double shear layer 
velocity profile, while the other fluid ( “fluid 2”) is a neutral background. The particle 
masses and densities in this case are taken to be equal, as are the macroscopic fluid 
energies and the densities . The single fluid relaxation times and cross fluid relaxation 
times are taken to be ss 0.505 and as 3000. The slower interspecies relaxation 
taken here is typical of a plasma [22]. Times are given in terms of eddy turnover times. 
Note that we have used data from every fourth grid node on a 256 x 256 node grid, 
although vorticity was calculated using data from all grid nodes. We see in Fig. 4.1, a 
snapshot of both fluids at t= 0.122, that the initially neutral fluid 2 has already taken 
on some gross characteristics of fluid 1, i.e. the double shear velocity layer. We see, 
though, that the systems have not reached interspecies equilibrium. In Fig. 4.2 the 
species are moving closer to interspecies equilibrium, with large scale vortices in the 
same grid location, although still of differing orders of magnitude in strength. Small 
scale structures are not appearing in fluid 2 at this point. The single fluid behavior for
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0.00054381
Figure 4.1: Fluid 1 (top) and fluid 2(bottom) at t=  0.122. The fluids have equal 
masses, fluid 1 has an initial double velocity shear profile in x, fluid 2 initially has 
zero velocity, densities are equal. The initially neutral fluid 2 is already taking on 
characteristics of fluid 1
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0.00126497
-0.00103854
Figure 4.2: Fluid 1 (top) and fluid 2(bottom) at t=  0.368. The fluids have equal 
masses, fluid 1 has an initial double velocity shear profile in x, fluid 2 initially has 
zero velocity, densities are equal. Fluids moving toward interspecies equilibrium. The 
single fluid behavior is in early stages, with vortices barely forming
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both species is in an early stage, with vortices barely forming. At t=0.859, Fig. 4.3, 
we note that the shear layers are more pronounced, though weaker, in fluid 2 than 
in fluid 1. Vortex formation is clearer as well in fluid 2, though again it is an order 
of magnitude lower in strength than the vorticity of fluid 1. In Fig. 4.4, t=  1.59 
eddy turnover times, we see both systems beginning to exhibit turbulent behavior, 
i.e. vortex formation is beginning at the shear layers. We see in Fig. 4.5 that vortex 
development is in full swing. One may note as well that the scales are beginning 
to converge - the fluids are moving toward interspecies equilibrium. Fig. 4.6 shows 
each fluid with small scale vortices beginning to coalesce into larger scale structures 
shown in Fig. 4.7. This inverse energy cascade is typical of 2 dimensional turbulence. 
Note also that the scales have converged even farther. By t=15.95, Fig. 4.8, the 
scales have closed considerably, and the vortices are nearly mode locked, indicating 
that interspecies equilibration is near. One may also see here that single species 
equilibrium is at hand. Fig. 4.9 at t=24.54 reveals the two fluids mode locked, with 
nearly identical scales; interspecies equilibrium is reached. Additionally, we see that 
the single species relaxation mode of one co-rotating and one counter rotating vortex 
is quite near. Thus we find behavior that one would physically expect in a system 
of this nature; an initially dynamic system drags a macroscopically static one into 
motion, but the initially static fluid slows the macroscopically dynamic one down. 
The inverse energy cascade, characteristic of turbulent two dimensional systems, is 
present as well. Finally, we see that both systems have become mode locked. With 
this basic behavior established, we move on to examine some other cases involving 
differing masses, relaxation times, and velocity profiles, the first of which involves a 
mass difference between the species.
We have chosen the mass of fluid 2 to be four times that of fluid 1, while all 
parameters other than mass are identical to the first simulation here. In fact, there is
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•0.00195984
Figure 4.3: Fluid 1 (top) and fluid 2(bottom) at t=  0.859. The fluids have equal 
masses, fluid 1 has an initial double velocity shear profile in x, fluid 2 initially has 
zero velocity. Shear layers are more pronounced, though weaker, in fluid 2. Fluid 2 
shows greater vorticity formation
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10 20 30 40 50 60 -0.00292883
Figure 4.4: Fluid 1 (top) and fluid 2(bottom) at t=  1.59. The fluids have equal 
masses, fluid 1 has an initial double velocity shear profile in x, fluid 2 initially has 
zero velocity, densities are equal. Both systems showing vortex development in early 
stages.
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-0.00501807
Figure 4.5: Fluid 1 (top) and fluid 2(bottom) at t=  3.68. The fluids have equal 
masses, fluid 1 has an initial double velocity shear profile in x, fluid 2 initially has 
zero velocity, densities are equal. Vortex development is now obvious in both fluids. 
Note that the scales are beginning to converge
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10-
-0.00634277
Figure 4.6: Fluid 1 (top) and fluid 2(bottom) at t=  6.13. The fluids have equal 
masses, fluid 1 has an initial double velocity shear profile in x, fluid 2 initially has 
zero velocity, densities are equal. Developed vortices are now clear. Smaller vortices 
are coalescing to larger structures.
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Figure 4.7: Fluid 1 (top) arid fluid 2(bottom) at t=  9.81. The fluids have equal 
masses, fluid 1 has an initial double velocity shear profile in x, fluid 2 initially has 
zero velocity, densities are equal. Inverse energy cascade is now in full swing for both 
fluids. Scales are converging.
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Figure 4.8: Fluid 1 (top) and fluid 2(bottom) at t=  15.95. The fluids have equal 
masses, fluid 1 has an initial double velocity shear profile in x, fluid 2 initially has 
zero velocity, densities are equal. Interspecies equilibrium is nearing, and the inverse 
energy cascade is also approaching completion.
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0.00430111
Figure 4.9: Fluid 1 (top) and fluid 2(bottom) at t=  24.54. The fluids have equal 
masses, fluid 1 has an initial double velocity shear profile in x, fluid 2 initially has 
zero velocity, densities are equal. Interspecies equilibrium has been reached, and each 
fluid is nearly relaxed to full equilibrium
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0.000167071
Figure 4.10: Fluid 1 (top) and fluid 2(bottom) at t=  0.122. Fluid 2 has mass 4 times 
fluid 1, fluid 1 has an initial double velocity shear profile in x, fluid 2 initially has 
zero velocity, densities are equal. The two fluids are much further from equilibrium 
than in Fig. 4.1
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little superficial difference between Fig. 4.1 and Fig. 4.10. Closer inspection, though, 
reveals that the vorticity shown in Fig. 4.1 is an order of magnitude larger than that 
of fluid 2 in Fig. 4.10. In Fig. 4.11, we see again that it is superficially similar to 
Fig. 4.4, with weaker vorticity in Fig. 4.11. This makes physical sense; the particles 
of fluid 2 are more massive and so move slower in Fig. 4.11 than in Fig. 4.4. Similarly, 
fluid 1 particles lose more energy in Fig. 4.11 and so have weaker vorticity. At t=6.13 
turnover times, we begin to notice differences between the same fluid mass system 
in Fig. 4.6 and the different fluid mass system, Fig. 4.12. The system in Fig. 4.12 
is evolving more slowly; in fact it is taking more time to come to both a single 
fluid equilibrium configuration and interspecies equilibrium is slower here. Fig. 4.13 
shows the system at t=15.95. Again comparing the evolution of the system to that in 
Fig. 4.8, we note that the range of vorticity values in the present figure is significantly 
smaller than that in Fig. 4.8. Again, the greater mass in fluid 2 is the culprit. We see 
finally at t=24.54 that interspecies equilibrium is quite near, though we again point 
out that development here still lags slightly behind that in Fig. 4.9; the mode lock is 
not as complete here, and the vorticity values have slightly larger disparity. Also, we 
note that the equilibrium reached has a lower range of vorticity values than in the 
same fluid particle mass case.
In our next simulation, we show a more complicated dynamical situation, where 
fluid 1 has an initial double velocity shear profile in the x direction, while fluid 2 
initially has a double shear velocity profile in the y direction. At t=0.122 turnover 
times, we see the early development of the system. The double shear profiles in 
x (fluid 1) and y (fluid 2) are very pronounced. In Fig. 4.16 we see that in each 
fluid’s shear layer, disturbances from the usual flat line profile are appearing. These 
disturbances are due to the velocity of other fluid. At t=1.59, Fig. 4.17, vortices are 
beginning to form in each fluid, while the effect of each fluid’s shear layer is becoming
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Figure 4.11: Fluid 1 (top) an fluid 2(bottom) at t=  1.59. Fluid 2 has mass 4 times 
fluid 1, fluid 1 has and initial double velocity shear profile in x, fluid 2 initially has 
zero velocity, densities are equal. Note again the differing magnitudes between this 
figure and Fig. 4.4
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Figure 4.12: Fluid 1 (top) and fluid 2(bottom) at t=  6.13. Fluid 2 has mass 4 times 
fluid 1, fluid 1 has an initial double velocity shear profile in x, fluid 2 initially has 
zero velocity, densities are equal. Differences between this figure and Fig. 4.6 become 
more clear; the more massive system evolves more slowly
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Figure 4.13: Fluid 1 (top) and fluid 2(bottom) at t=  15.95. Fluid 2 has mass 4 times 
fluid I, fluid 1 has an initial double velocity shear profile in x, fluid 2 initially has 
zero velocity, densities are equal. Interspecies equilibrium is nearing, but note that it 
is still behind that in Fig. 4.8
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Figure 4.14: Fluid 1 (top) and fluid 2(bottom) at t=  24.54. Fluid 2 has mass 4 times 
fluid 1, fluid 1 has an initial double velocity shear profile in x, fluid 2 initially has 
zero velocity, densities are equal. Interspecies equilibrium is quite near. The mode 
locking is not as complete as in Fig. 4.9.
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Figure 4.15: Fluid 1 (top) and fluid 2(bottom) at t=  0.122. Fluid 1 and fluid 2 
have equal masses, fluid 1 has an initial double velocity shear profile in x, fluid 2 has 
an initial double velocity shear profile in y, densities are equal. Early double shear 
profiles in both x (top) and y (bottom).
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Figure 4.16: Fluid 1 (top) and fluid 2(bottom) at t=  0.859. Fluid 1 and fluid 2 have 
equal masses, fluid 1 has an initial double velocity shear profile in x, fluid 2 has an 
initial double velocity shear profile in y, densities are equal. Each fluid’s double shear 
layer is showing effects due to the other fluid.
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Figure 4.17: Fluid 1 (top) and fluid 2(bottom) at t=  1.59. Fluid 1 and fluid 2 have 
equal masses, fluid 1 has an initial double velocity shear profile in x, fluid 2 has an 
initial double velocity shear profile in y, densities are equal. Vortices are beginning 
to to form in both fluids. Note also the effect of each fluid’s shear layer on the other 
fluid is more pronounced.
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more pronounced. As one would expect, the magnitude of the both fluid’s vorticities 
are the same. Fig. 4.18 reveals that the shear layers have largely broken up, due 
to the presence of the other fluid’s perturbing influence. In Fig. 4.19, the fluids are 
moving toward interspecies equilibrium, and it may be seen that the large co and 
counter rotating vortices in each fluid are beginning to lock on to their counterpart 
in the other fluid. This behavior is even more advanced in Fig. 4.20. At t=24.54, 
Fig. 4.21, the system has reached equilibrium, both in single fluid behavior (one large 
co-rotating vortex and one large counter-rotating vortex) and in interspecies behavior 
(complete mode locking of the vortices).
The next simulation we view is one similar to the last one, with the difference 
that the mass of fluid 2 is four times that of fluid 1. The first system snapshot, 
Fig. 4.22 at t=0.859 turnover times, reveals that fluid 1 is, as one would expect, more 
affected by the presence of fluid 2 than fluid 2 is by fluid 1. Note the contrast to 
Fig. 4.16, where the fluids are equally influenced by each other. Moving to Fig. 4.23, 
we see that in comparison to Fig. 4.18, fluid 1 is very similar, but the shear layer 
of fluid 2 is still intact in Fig. 4.23, whereas in Fig. 4.18 it is largely broken up. At 
t=6.13, Fig. 4.24, we see that again fluid 1 is very similar in behavior to that of fluid 1 
in Fig. 4.19, but fluid 2 again differs. We see that there are still remnants of the shear 
layers remaining here, while for fluid 2 in Fig. 4.19 the shear layers are completely 
broken up. By t=24.54, shown in Fig. 4.25, the system has reached single species 
equilibrium, and is close to interspecies equilibrium. It should be noted though that 
the scales for vorticity have not completely evened out, and one may see that the 
co-rotating vortices in the respective fluids have not yet equilibrated. In comparison, 
Fig. 4.21 shows complete interspecies equilibration. Thus we see that the greater mass 
of fluid 2 has slowed the equilibration, and has additionally affected the placement of 
large and small scale structures throughout the system’s dynamic development.
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Figure 4.18: Fluid 1 (top) and fluid 2(bottom) at t=  3.68. Fluid 1 and fluid 2 have 
equal masses, fluid 1 has an initial double velocity shear profile in x, fluid 2 has an 
initial double velocity shear profile in y, densities are equal. The shear layers have 
broken up due to the presence of the other fluid.
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Figure 4.19: Fluid 1 (top) and fluid 2(bottom) at t=  6.13. Fluid 1 and fluid 2 have 
equal masses, fluid 1 has an initial double velocity shear profile in x, fluid 2 has an 
initial double velocity shear profile in y, densities are equal. The fluids moving to 
interspecies equilibrium
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Figure 4.20: Fluid 1 (top) and fluid 2(bottom) at t=  9.81. Fluid 1 and fluid 2 have 
equal masses, fluid 1 has an initial double velocity shear profile in x, fluid 2 has an 
initial double velocity shear profile in y, densities are equal. The systems approaching 
equilibrium.
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Figure 4.21: Fluid 1 (top) and fluid 2(bottom) at t=  24.54. Fluid 1 and fluid 2 
have equal masses, fluid 1 has an initial double velocity shear profile in x, fluid 2 
has an initial double velocity shear profile in y, densities are equal. The system is in 
equilibrium.
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Figure 4.22: Fluid 1 (top) and fluid 2(bottom) at t=  0.859. Fluid 2 has mass 4 times 
that of fluid 1, fluid 1 has an initial double velocity shear profile in x, fluid 2 has an 
initial double velocity shear profile in y, densities are equally. The more massive fluid 
2 is showing early dominance over fluid 1.
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Figure 4.23: Fluid 1 (top) and fluid 2(bottom) at t=  3.68. Fluid 2 has mass 4 times 
that of fluid 1, fluid 1 has an initial double velocity shear profile in x, fluid 2 has an 
initial double velocity shear profile in y, densities are equal. Fluid 2 still controlling 
the flow. Compare with Fig. 4.18
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Figure 4.24: Fluid 1 (top) and fluid 2(bottom) at t=  6.13. Fluid 2 has mass 4 times 
that of fluid 1, fluid 1 has an initial double velocity shear profile in x, fluid 2 has 
an initial double velocity shear profile in y, densities are equal. Note that in fluid 2, 
remnants of the shear layers remain - compare with the broken up state of Fig. 4.19.
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Figure 4.25: Fluid 1 (top) and fluid 2(bottom) at t=  24.54. Fluid 2 has mass 4 
times that of fluid 1, fluid 1 has an initial double velocity shear profile in x, fluid 2 
has an initial double velocity shear profile in y, densities are equal. The system near 
equilibrium. Note that although the fluids have mode locked, the co-rotating vortices 
have not completely equilibrated, nor have the scales.
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Up to this point, we have dealt solely with particle velocity. The LBM “flavor” 
that we are using, however, is capable of showing results for fluid temperature as well. 
One should note that for the case of the hexagonal grid used here we have a limited 
window of stability in the energy regime [13]. Nonetheless, the stable region which we 
have allows us to examine the thermal energy dynamics generated by our two fluid 
LBM. Here, then, we show the thermal behavior for the simulation which we have 
just discussed (i.e. Fig. 4.22 through Fig . 4.25 ). An order of magnitude relationship 
between velocity and thermal relaxation has been given by Morse [17]. In essence, the 
Boltzmann fluid relaxation times given in (3.14) and (3.15) are taken, sans velocity 
and temperature dependence, to be equilibration rates. Thus, velocity equilibration 
is given by
Now the ratio of these two times gives us an order of magnitude approximation for 
the relative relaxation rates for a given system’s velocity and thermal energy:
Here again we see the role of differing particle masses. Theory predicts (again, to an 
order of magnitude) that a mass disparity will cause energy to equilibrate more slowly 
than velocity. This is seen in Fig. 4.26 through Fig. 4.30. Fig. 4.26 shows the thermal 
evolution at t=0.122 turnover times. The energy is started with an initial exponential 
gradient profile in x for fluid 1 and an initial exponential gradient profile in y for fluid 
2. The remains of these initial perturbations are seen clearly here at this early stage 
of evolution. As we are interested here in the rate of thermal equilibration when
TI2TH2 7l\TT l\
(4.5)
and thermal equilibration is
(4.6)
V. mi j  \  ^  ntmtJ (4.7)
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Figure 4.26: Fluid 1 (top) and fluid 2(bottom) at t=  0.122. Fluid 2 has mass 4 times 
that of fluid 1,fluid 1 has an initial exponential gradient profile in x fluid 2 has an 
initial exponential gradient profile in y, densities are equal. Early behavior in the 
system shows little interaction between the energies.
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Figure 4.27: Fluid 1 (top) and fluid 2(bottom) at t=  9.81. Fluid 2 has mass 4 times 
that of fluid 1,fluid 1 has an initial exponential gradient profile in x fluid 2 has an 
initial exponential gradient profile in y, densities are equal. Fluid 1 shows greater 
dispersion of energy.
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compared to velocity equilibration, we now jump ahead to t=9.81, Fig. 4.27. In this 
figure, we see that fluid 1 shows greater dispersion of energy due to its lower particle 
mass. Note that even at this late time (by the standards of velocity equilibration) 
there is little correspondence between the two fluids. However, it should be noted 
that both fluids occupy the same range of temperatures here - it is more a question 
of where the minimums and maximums are localized. Fig. 4.28 shows the thermal 
evolution at t=24.54. The fluids are showing early signs of mode locking, but are 
far behind the vorticity evolution of the fluid seen in Fig.4.25, which is very close to 
interspecies equilibrium. The evolution of the system continues in Fig. 4.29, t=36.81. 
Formation of structures in the same location for both fluids is beginning to occur, as 
interspecies thermal equilibration begins its onset. The system at t=49.08, Fig. 4.30 
is nearly mode locked. It should be pointed out here that thermal equilibration 
took roughly double the time that velocity equilibration took; this is, to an order of 
magnitude, what is predicted by (4.7), which we again must emphasize, is all that 
can be expected of this equation. Thus it is seen that the two species LBM we are 
employing may be used not only for examining velocity behavior, but for looking at 
thermal characteristics as well.
We note that a disparity between particle masses and fluid densities has a very 
similar effect on system evolution. This can be seen in our next simulation, where we 
have taken fluid I to have an initial double shear velocity profile in x, while fluid 2 is 
initially neutral. The particle masses are taken to be the same, but in this case, the 
fluid density of fluid 1 is taken to be 0.3 times that of fluid 2. At t=1.59 turnover 
times, we see behavior much like Fig. 4.11, where there was a greater fluid mass 
for fluid 2 (as opposed to our current case with a greater fluid density). We see in 
Fig. 4.32 that the system is evolving similarly to that of Fig. 4.12, with the scale of 
the same magnitude. It is not identical, however, but this is to be expected, since
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Figure 4.28: Fluid 1 (top) and fluid 2(bottom) at t=  24.54. Fluid 2 has mass 4 times 
that of fluid 1,fluid 1 has an initial exponential gradient profile in x fluid 2 has an 
initial exponential gradient profile in y, densities are equal. Energies are beginning 
to mode lock, but lag far behind the vorticity evolution; compare with Fig.4.25
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Figure 4.29: Fluid 1 (top) and fluid 2(bottom) at t=  36.81. Fluid 2 has mass 4 times 
that of fluid 1,fluid 1 has an initial exponential gradient profile in x fluid 2 has an 
initial exponential gradient profile in y, densities are equal. Structures of all scales 
are beginning show up at the same locations for the two fluids.
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Figure 4.30: Fluid 1 (top) and fluid 2(bottom) at t=  49.08. Fluid 2 has mass 4 
times that of fluid 1,fluid 1 has an initial exponential gradient profile in x fluid 2 
has an initial exponential gradient profile in y, densities are equal. The system near 
interspecies thermal equilibrium.
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Figure 4.31: Fluid 1 (top) and fluid 2(bottom) at t=  1.59. Fluid 1 has a density 0.3 
times that of fluid 2, fluids are of equal masses, fluid 1 has an initial double velocity 
shear profile in x, fluid 2 initially has zero velocity. Note the similarity in vortex 
development and scale to Fig. 4.11
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Figure 4.32: Fluid 1 (top) and fluid 2(bottom) at t=  6.13. Fluid 1 has a density 0.3 
times that of fluid 2, fluids are of equal masses, fluid 1 has an initial double velocity 
shear profile in x, fluid 2 initially has zero velocity. Development is similar to Fig. 4.12 
with a  similar scale, though not identical.
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mass and number density play different roles in both the single species relaxation 
rate (Eqn. 4.2) and the cross fluid relaxation rate (Eqn. 4.3). Still, one finds greater 
similarity between Fig. 4.32 and Fig. 4.12 than between either of these and Fig. 4.6, 
which is expected. We see the effect of lower mass and greater density in Fig. 4.33 
; the fluid lags behind the development of that in Fig. 4.14, as one expects given 
Eqn. 4.2 and Eqn. 4.3.
In this chapter we have presented a few of the possible configurations of mass, 
number density, and initial fluid velocity profile. In addition, we have shown the 
thermal behavior for our two species LBM system. We have seen that the systems 
behave much as one would expect from the the relaxation equations. Of course, we 
have also found that the fluids exhibit, in general, the turbulent behavior that one 
expects from fluids in the types of systems examined.
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Figure 4.33: Fluid 1 (top) and fluid 2(bottom) at t=  24.54. Fluid 1 has a density 
0.3 times that of fluid 2, fluids are of equal masses, fluid 1 has an initial double 
velocity shear profile in x, fluid 2 initially has zero velocity. The fluid is approaching 
equilibrium, though at a slower pace than that in Fig. 4.14
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Grid Resolution
In order to have confidence in the results obtained in any computational fluid 
simulation, it is necessary to know how accurate one’s physical model can possibly 
be. In other words, what physical structures can we expect to see - and which 
ones should we not expect - with our given model? This is the essence of the issue 
of grid resolution. Typically, that is to say in most CFD models, the approach of 
determining grid resolution is to begin with a grid of fixed size and by using a finer 
and finer mesh, determine all the physical structures that the simulation has to offer. 
The idea is simply to add more and more data points to determine at what point (in 
terms of the size of the mesh) the model stops offering new information, and at that 
point to claim that the grid is “fully resolved” . However, this approach in LBM is 
not feasible since we have taken, in ail cases, a unit time step and a unit lattice link 
length. Thus, the system only allows a single mesh fineness. The solution to this 
dilemma is to use grids of varying dimensions and to tune the physical parameters 
of the problem in such a way that an increase in grid size is just a magnification of 
the problem. In essence, instead of using a finer mesh to increase resolution, we use 
more points on a larger grid to increase resolution. We will now show the results of
100
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a particular series of simulations from which we have obtained a viable domain size 
to base the simulations shown earlier in this work.
5.1 Particulars of the Simulation
For our attempt at determining the grid resolution, we ran a standard LBM 
simulation using a 13 bit hexagonal grid (2 speeds, 6 directions, and 1 rest particle 
per node) in two dimensions with free-decay turbulence induced by a double velocity 
shear layer. As we have stated, we have used a non-standard approach of making 
the dimensions of the grid larger and tuning physical parameters of the simulation 
to create an identical problem on a larger scale, since we do not have the option of 
shrinking the mesh size. The key parameter that we have used for this is the Reynolds 
number, defined as
=  Po£ oL  (5
fi 0*0
where p0 is the initial density, U q is the initial mean fluid velocity, L is the dimension 
of the side of the grid, po is the initial shear viscosity, and €0 is the intimal fluid 
energy. In order to have the same physical problem at different length scales, we 
must have Re the same at all length scales. Thus, we tune Re by altering po by the 
same factor as Z. at every grid dimension change. For our particular case, we have 
Re ~  5485. The simulations were run at L = 256, L =  1024, and L = 2048, with 
Po  tuned accordingly and po — 1-0, U q =  0.06, and e =  0.35 in all cases, with the 
units being LBM units. It should be noted that the collision relaxation time is also a 
function of po - in fact it is directly proportional to it. Thus, by timing po, we must 
keep in mind that the simulation will evolve at a proportionally slower (faster) rate 
for increasing (decreasing) pq. The next important question is that of the dissipation 
length scale, Li, which is essentially the length required to resolve the smallest scale
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structures generated by turbulence. Theoretically, one requires between 3 and 5 LBM 
cells in order to recover structures of all scales. We determine Li by
Clearly, then, from the standpoint of theory, we expect that the 1024x1024 grid and 
the 2048x2048 grid will resolve all scales, while the 256x256 grid is at the lower end 
of “acceptable” resolution. The time scale in the simulation, as in Chapter 2, is given 
in terms of eddy turnover times.
Our first snapshot of the system is at 1.22 eddy turnover times where we view 
all three systems, Fig. 5.1. As we expect, the two large systems are virtually identical. 
In fact, all three systems exhibit a high degree of similarity. Upon closer inspection, 
we see small differences in the large scale structures. This becomes somewhat more 
evident as the system evolves, which is seen at time snapshot 2.44 turnover times, 
Fig. 5.2. Overall, the large scale structures have the same location and size in all 
three grid sizes. The shapes differ in these large scale structures a small amount 
between the two larger simulations and the smaller one. This may be accounted for 
by the fact that the smaller simulation is, as earlier shown, at the edge of resolving 
all structures. Now, at 3.66 turnover times, we see again, the two larger grids for 
all practical purposes identical, Fig. 5.3. The major difference between that is seen 
between the two larger (i.e. the 1024x1024 grid at upper left and the 2048x2048 grid at 
upper right) and one smaller (i.e. the 256x256 grid at the bottom) simulation is in the 
smaller scale structures in comparing the top two snapshots with the bottom snapshot 
in Fig. 5.3. Close inspection reveals that the two larger grids have duplicated even
(5.2)
Thus for our three length scales in question we have
1(056 ~  3.45 L(flQ24 ® 13.82 L&048 ^  27.65 (5.3)
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Figure 5.1: L=256, L=1024 and L=2048 grids at 1.22 eddy turnover times
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Figure 5.2: L=256, L=1024, and L=2048 grids at 2.44 eddy turnover times
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Figure 5.3: ] 256, L=1024, and L=2048 grids at 3.66 eddy turnover times
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the small structures to a high degree , while the smaller grid has several small, but 
detectable differences in the forms and locations of small scale structures. This pattern 
continues in Fig. 5.4 and Fig. 5.5. A more quantitative look at Fig. 5.5 reveals some 
of the similarities and differences, see Table 5.1. Measuring the separation distance 
between the center of co-rotating (upper) vortices, one finds for the 256x256 grid a 
separation of fa 0.368 grid lengths whereas for both the 1024x1024 and 2048x2048 grid 
a separation of «  0.386 grid lengths is measured. Turning to the angle a line through 
the center of both co-rotating vortices makes with the horizontal, the 256x256 grid 
has an angle of ss 26°, while both the 1024x104 and 2048x2048 grids give a result 
of w 24°. Comparing the relative development of the counter-rotating (lower) vortex 
pair in Fig. 5.5 we find that all three of the plots show center separation of «  0.118 
grid lengths. Measuring the angle made by a line through the center of each vortex 
with the horizontal, the 256x256 grid has an angle of fa 34°, the 1024x1024 grid 
gives an angle of fa 47° and the 2048x2048 grid has an angle of fa 49°. From this 
we see that the 256x256 grid is evolving slightly faster, however it is also clear that 
the evolutions for all these systems is highly similar; for the purpose of discerning 
the large and small scale structures generated by the system, the mesh on a 256x256 
grid is sufficiently fine. Thus we find that a grid dimension of 256x256 is capable of 
recovery of the physics of interest in the problem. The difference in the small scale 
structures seen is negligible, as predicted by theory, in the overall scheme and so with 
these results in hand, we can with confidence assert that a two fluid simulation on a 
256x256 grid will recover the interesting physics of the problem and will not plagued 
by problems caused by too little data.
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Figure 5.4: L=256, L=1024, and L=2048 grids at 4.88 eddy turnover times
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Figure 5.5: L=256, L=1024, and L=2048 grids at 6.10 eddy turnover times
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Table 5.1: Comparison of the evolution of of 2562,10242, and 20482 grids at 6.10 eddy 
turnover times. “Angle” refers to the angle made by a line drawn through a vortex 
pair with the horizontal.
Grid Nodes Separation (upper) Angle (upper) separation (lower) Angle (lower)
256* 0.368 grid lengths 26° 0.118 grid lengths 34°
10242 0.386 grid lengths 24° 0.118 grid lengths 47°
20482 0.386 grid lengths 24° 0.118 grid lengths 49°
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Conclusion
In this thesis, we have shown a method of simulating turbulence in a binary 
fluid flow system using the Lattice Boltzmann Method. We have presented the fluid 
equations for a two fluid system, where one may clearly see the difference between 
the standard single fluid Navier-Stokes equations and a two fluid system. We have 
then presented the results of numerical simulations based on these equations, and have 
found that coupling as described by T. Morse via a generalized BGK collision operator 
gives expected behavior - the individual fluids show an inverse energy cascade which 
results, ultimately, in the formation of large vortex structures. We find also that in 
these simulations, the expected interspecies behavior, in particular the equilibration of 
species which is characterized by mode locking, and also the fact that fluids of greater 
mass or number density tend to dictate the rate and configuration of the equilibration. 
Finally, we have shown the results of a series of grid resolution simulations, which 
justified the choice of mesh size for our two fluid simulations.
There are many possible future directions in LBM research. Possibilities re­
lated to this thesis are (to name a few) generalization of the collision operator to 
allow for arbitrary Prandtl number flow, use of a higher isotropy (i.e. octagonal)
110
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lattice, velocity dependent lattices, expanding the simulations to three dimensions, 
and inclusion of particle creation and annihilation.
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